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The complex forecast of NLW perspectives is based on two basic components.

1. *Analytical investigation* of the modern state of NLW application in police, peacekeeping and antiterrorist operations. It includes following points:
   - The current state and the technological background in the field of development and application of NLW;
   - Directions and the state of art of R&D;
   - Existing requirements and criteria of efficiency;
   - Existing views on the role and place of NLW in planning police, peacekeeping and antiterrorist operations in Europe.

2. *Scientific and technical research* on the principal possibility of NLW practical realization and expediency of various kinds of NLW. It includes:
   - Analysis of existing NLW systems, elaboration of criteria of their efficiency for application in the European conditions, analysis of parameters and criteria which provide their efficiency;
   - Development of mathematical models and scenarios of NLW application and estimation of its efficiency;
   - Carrying out calculations, estimations and formulation of the basic requirements to effective NLW systems;
   - Estimation of technical realization of various systems of NLW for various scenarios.

On the basis of this analysis the principal statements of the complex forecast of perspectives of NLW in Europe are considered.
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